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WEEKLY TASK DETAILS OF TASK 

 

 

1 Brainstorm the theme “Organic”. Be as creative and inventive as possible. Think outside the box. Try to fill 2-

3 A4 pages with ideas 

2 Collect as many images as you can related to the ideas from your brainstorm. Search various sources such as 

Tumblr, Pinterest, Instagram etc. You can also find inspiration in the link. 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-Z389D3T1ZgLTFWTWx6S3JBR2s?usp=sharing 

 

3 Fill a number of pages with drawings/paintings from the imagery you have collected. Use a variety of materials 

and techniques. Vary the scale of the different images. See examples for inspiration. 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TVNyFrvW6NaLEkyLgYDMuyhrGFpp7yjo?usp=sharing 

 

 

4 Explore the Google Arts and Culture website. Spend time researching the theme of “organic”. Collect 

imagery from different artists and cultures. 

 

https://artsandculture.google.com/ 

 

5 Find an artist connected with the theme “organic” who inspires you. Choose a piece of their work and copy it 

in a medium of your choice. Write about their work using the link as a guide. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-Z389D3T1ZgbzhUT1BBWXFOcFk/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1QhCao8x0bHMGKwprsmjLFJC_d2ZE-y7n 

 

6 Read the files in the link. 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-Z389D3T1ZgNkM5ZnBwQkdod1E?usp=sharing 

 

7 Produce an A3 page of primary source drawings of organic objects of your choice. Use a variety of materials. 

Vary the scale of the different objects. 

8 Take 20 high quality photographs of things related to your ideas. Try to think creatively, shooting from 

unusual angles and making the viewer look at the subject matter in a different way. 

9 Fill 2 A3 pages with drawings /paintings documenting the development of your ideas. This could include 

further photos, painting (watercolour, gouache, acrylic etc). Make sure you experiment and explore a different 

variety of materials to help you reach your final idea. This should help you design what you are going to do for 

the next task. 

 

 

10 Produce a painting/sculpture based on your ideas on the theme of “organic” 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1m2r8teBghyI00vdLQkrb7c9TijFOPnT6?usp=sharing 
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